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	An authoritative work that provides a detailed review of the current status of practice and research in cancer prevention and control – an essential reference guide and tool for primary care physicians, the research community and students.


	Written as a collaborative work by the faculty of the nationally-renowned Cancer Prevention and Control Program at the Arizona Cancer Center, this book harnesses the expertise of researchers, investigators and clinicians in cancer prevention and control, to provide insights into this field for the benefit of nonspecialists.
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Oracle DBA Scripting Quick ReferencePrentice Hall, 2004
The fast, practical Oracle 9i/10g automation reference for every DBA!

Automate Oracle—and save your time for more important tasks! This is the Oracle automation reference every working Oracle DBA needs...concise, straightforward, and incredibly easy to use. Discover proven solutions for automating...
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Joomla! Social Networking with JomSocialPackt Publishing, 2010

	JomSocial is a social publishing platform for Joomla! content management system. It allows you to connect with friends, integrate videos, follow users' activity stream, share photos, create groups, and customize your brand.


	JomSocial is an out-of-the-box extension that enables a Joomla! website administrators to set up a social...
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Pro Freeware and Open Source Solutions for BusinessApress, 2015

	Pro Freeware and Open Source Solutions for Business is a practical guide for the small business owner seeking viable alternative to expensive commercial software packages and subscriptions. This comprehensive look at the powerful alternatives to expensive proprietary software provides an illustrated overview of no-cost software...
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Age-Period-Cohort Analysis: New Models, Methods, and Empirical Applications (Chapman & Hall/CRC Interdisciplinary Statistics)CRC Press, 2013

	Age-Period-Cohort Analysis: New Models, Methods, and Empirical Applications is based on a decade of the authors’ collaborative work in age-period-cohort (APC) analysis. Within a single, consistent HAPC-GLMM statistical modeling framework, the authors synthesize APC models and methods for three research designs:...
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High-Grade Gliomas: Diagnosis and Treatment (Current Clinical Oncology)Humana Press, 2006

	This is truly an exciting time in the field of neuro-oncology, particularly in the area of highgrade

	gliomas. The management of patients with high-grade gliomas has historically been one

	of the most challenging and disheartening fields in medicine, where failure is the rule and

	longevity is the exception. The jaded often state that...
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Hypernumbers and Extrafunctions: Extending the Classical Calculus (SpringerBriefs in Mathematics)Springer, 2012

	“Hypernumbers and Extrafunctions” presents a rigorous mathematical approach to operate with infinite values. First, concepts of real and complex numbers are expanded to include a new universe of numbers called hypernumbers which includes infinite quantities. This brief extends classical calculus based on real functions by...
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